Wristband that Makes Your Life Safer
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★ Identity token and a safe vault storing up to
1000 passwords for websites and software on
your computer or phone with automatic input.
★ Quick locator, proximity sensor and theft alarm
for valuable objects or beings (car keys, purse
or a pet).
★ Bright and efficient LED-matrix screen for
time, notifications and random 2-factor PINs.
★ Biometric identification with owner’s iris (eye
pattern) to activate HideezBand™.
★ IP67 dust tight and water-resistant case.
★ 80 mAh battery for 14 days of active use
before being charged by a magnetic charger.
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Customer Segments
★ Private customers who have sensitive
information on their devices, would like
to protect this information by
controlling the access to their devices
as well as applications and websites,
and want to do it in a handy way.

★ Corporations willing to implement their
data protection procedures in a nonintrusive and employee-friendly
manner.
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Personal Security
★ Control access to all your devices based on your
physical presence nearby. None will even notice.
★ Use HideezBand™ as a hardware token to encrypt
personal files like photos, documents or Bitcoin
wallet credentials.
★ Store all your passwords in encrypted password
manager. You can opt in to sync your data in hashes
to our servers via SSL connection to recover it in
case you lose or damage your HideezBand™.

★ Use HideezBand™ as a security monitor and prompt
alarm for object, to which HideezKey™ is attached.
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Corporate Security
★ Supports multi-layer identification.
★ Can store employee’s digital signature.

★ Provides physical access control for
employee’s device in a non-intrusive and
friendly manner.
★ Can be flexibly integrated into the access
control system of a corporation.
★ HideezBand™ can be remotely deactivated
if a corporation deploys Hideez Server™.
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Banking and Cryptocurrencies
★ Reliable identification of the client.
★ Safe vault for digital signatures,
security certificates and blockchain
credentials.
★ Simple and efficient endpoint
security solution.
★ External hardware encryption layer.
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Functionality Overview
★ Locking/unlocking of the device based on user proximity
according to the strength of Bluetooth® signal (RSSI).
★ Theft alarm based on RSSI proximity sensor.
★ Safe encrypted vault with automated input for passwords
to software and websites. This will save user up to 200
minutes a month spent on inputting passwords.
★ One-time-password (OTP) generator with secure instant
LED output for two-factor authentication in services like
Google® Account, Windows Live®, Slack®, Facebook®,
GitHub®, Evernote®, etc.
★ Synergy functionality if you own both: HideezBand™ and
HideezKey. See next slide and HideezKey™ presentation.
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Synergy with HideezKey™
★ Use Your HideezKey™ for safe backup of Your
HideezBand™. This method does not require
Internet connectivity or synchronization via
Hideez™ Server.
★ Receive security notifications from Your
HideezKey™ directly to Your HideezBand™
when the objects and beings under
surveillance leave the secure area.
Please see HideezKey™ presentation for additional details on HideezKey™
Please request our white paper by sending your inquiry to on@hideez.com
to get additional information on Hideez™ technology.
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Apple® Watch, Samsung® Gear, etc.
★ Already got a smartwatch?
HideezBand™ can complement your
existing gadget via its smart lace that
can be attached to Apple® Watch or
variety of Android®-based
smartwatches.
★ You get additional security and
energy efficient second screen with
active time of 14 days before the next
charge.
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Customization
★ We can use any Pantone® color as
HideezBand™ lace color.
★ Laces can be made of a variety of
materials, including leather, metal and
silicon.
★ We can imprint your branding on the
HideezBand™ case and lace.
★ We can customize Hideez™ interface
with your corporate colors, brand
name and logo.
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Product Specification
★ LED 5x48 matrix display

★ Accelerometer and gyroscope
★ Bluetooth 4.2 LE connectivity

★ Works with Android 4.4+ and
Windows 8.1+ devices
★ iOS and OS X versions
currently in testing

★ Haptic feedback engine

★ 80 mAh battery for 14 days of
active use
★ IP67 stainless steel case
★ Magnetic charger
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Iris Pattern Identification
★ Device activation is required when setting up
HideezBand™ or when the lace is unlocked.
★ The initial activation is performed by iris (eye
pattern) scanning. The device then stays
active until the lace is locked on customer’s
hand.
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Further Inquiries
Oleg Naumenko
Founder & CEO
+38067 214 74 77
on@hideez.com
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